SEEDS OF TIME
by KANSAS TROUBLES
Seeds of Time
87" x 87"
made by Debbie Outlaw
quilted by Carol McLeroy

Make 32 - 9" finished blocks
all measurements include ¼" seam allowances
Read all instructions before cutting.

Fabric requirements from the Seeds of Time Collection by Kansas Troubles.
3.75 yds of assorted darks*
3.75 yds of assorted lights*
¾ yd. Black print (9052-17)

CUTTING AND PIECING DIRECTIONS
Alternate Blocks (Cut from an assortment of fabrics)
Cut 16 dark squares 9 ½"  
Cut 16 light squares 9 ½"  
Set aside.

Block Assembly
Cut 5 light strips 2" x 18"  
Cut 5 dark strips 2" x 18"  
Cut 10 black strips 2" x 18"  
Sew the 5 dark and 5 light strips to 10 black strips. Press and recut into 2" sections. Join the sections together to form 32 assorted four patches. (Center of Diagram A)

Cut 32 assorted lights and 32 assorted darks 2" x 3 ½"
Add a light strip to one side of the four patch. Repeat by adding a dark strip to the opposite side. Press away from the four patch. (Diagram A)

Cut 5 dark strips and 5 light strips 5" x 18"
Cut 10 black strips 2" x 18"
Sew the black strips to each long side of the dark strips. (Diagram B)  
Repeat with the light strips. Press towards the black. Recut each into 2" sections for a total of 32 darks and 32 lights. Matching the black block, sew the dark set to the dark side as shown. (Diagram A) Repeat with the light set.

Cut 32 assorted lights and 32 assorted darks 2" x 6 ½"
Add a light strip to one side of the four patch. Repeat by adding a dark strip to the opposite side. Press away from the four patch.

Cut 5 dark strips and 5 light strips 8" x 18"
Cut 10 black strips 2" x 18"
Sew the black strips to each long side of the dark strips. (Diagram B)  
Repeat with the light strips. Press towards the black. Recut each into 2" sections for a total of 32 darks and 32 lights. Following diagram A, sew the dark set to the dark side as shown. Repeat with the light set. (Diagram C)

Quilt Assembly
Layout the blocks and alternate blocks to form a barn raising design. Follow picture on front of pattern for layout. Make half the quilt and repeat exact layout with remaining blocks, sew together through the middle. Each half of the quilt is a mirror image. (Quilt block used in pictured quilt has one row of logs around the four patch. Instructions for block include 2 rows)

Add a 2" black inner border. Cut an assortment of 6" wide by random heights. Piece together to form the outer border. Quilt as desired.

*Please note the change in yardage requirements as listed above. This quilt was made larger than originally planned, therefore needs additional yardage.